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How to remove unwanted progression records 

You can remove a progression record for a student if they don’t need a decision. Progression records 

can only be removed in the main student list screen. Removed records can also be reinstated if 

needed, this document contains instructions for both processes. 

Note 

Progression records can only be removed if the progression status is blank, “Calculated” or “Edited”. 

If you wish to remove a record with another status, you must reset the status fi  rst. 

 

Removing unwanted records from the list screen 

The remove record action allows you to select one or more students and remove them all at once. 

Process Overview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step by Step Instructions 

1. Show/hide students from the List 

If appropriate start by using the filters under “Show/hide rows” at the top of the list of students to 

show or hide students from the list: 

Hide published rows 

If you have previously published decisions for some students, you can tick this box to hide the 

published records and only work with the ones you still need to process. 

 

4. Click action then 

remove record 

3. Select the records you 

want to remove 

2. Sort the progression 

records by programme 

status 

1. Show/hide students 

from the list 
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2. Sort the progression records by programme status 

You may wish to remove students with a particular programme status, for example withdrawn 

students. You can find and group these student by using the sort arrows. 

Click the programme status column heading to sort the data in either ascending or descending 

order:  

 

3. Select the records you want to remove 

Use the tick boxes on the left to select which records you want to remove: 

 

4. Click action then remove record 

Click the action button on the right side of the page and then click Remove record: 
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When prompted, confirm you wish to remove the records. 

You will see a “Processing…” indicator for the student’s you’re removing. 

 

When the process completes the screen will refresh, the records you selected will have been 

removed and the student count will be updated: 
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Reinstating removed records 

Progression records that have been removed can be reinstated if needed. 

Process Overview 

 

 

 

 

Step by Step Instructions 

1. Click action then reinstate records 

 

When you’re prompted confirm you wish to reinstate the removed records. 

You will see a “Processing…” indicator. 

  

When the process completes the screen will refresh and any previously removed progression 

records will be displayed again:  

 

1. Click action 
then reinstate 

records  
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